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For the shutdown or "warming
up" of the

sensors/transducers, the
KRYPTON modules allow

KRYPTON to use an internal
reference voltage such as a

computer USB port to measure
voltage accuracy. In addition,
the KRYPTON modules allow
the user to set a reference
voltage from 0-V, and the
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modules will automatically
switch to this reference

voltage if there is a drift of the
thermocouple during the
reading process. In other

words, the KRYPTON modules
measure voltage accuracy as
well. Although these modules

are used exclusively with
KRYPTON, they can easily be

adapted to use with other
products, such as Kawai
Lectron or Q-Wise. The
modules can measure

thermocouple potential, in
addition to the voltage

reading. Potentiometers and
capacitors are used on the

input and output of the
module to read

thermocouples, as well as for
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thermocouple grounding. Two
desirable features not

available from the reference
module in the KRYPTON line

are the external reference and
the ability to read bidirectional

thermocouples. Like the
reference module, the external

reference is powered by a
3.3V supply which produces an
output of 500 mV, which can
be compared to the output of

the reference module. The
module automatically converts
the thermocouple voltage into

degrees Fahrenheit. This
module may only be used with
thermocouple outputs in the
range of 100 to 600 mV. A

good example of a universal
type thermocouple signal
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conditioner is the KRYPTON
isolatedthermocouple modules
from Dewesoft, available with
8 or 16 channels per module.

These signal conditioners
sample each channel at 100
S/s with a 24-bit resolution

sigma-delta ADC per channel.
Their input accuracy is

typically 0.02% of reading 100
V. They provide 1000V of

isolation per channel,
protecting the millivolt signals
generated by thermocouples

from interference.
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after the movie serials died
out and until the big-budget

features came along,
superheroes were only seen in

the comics and on the tv
screen. while the superman

series with george reeves kept
to the straight-arrow simplicity
of the comics and the serials,
the garishbatmanshow of the

60s replaced the comic
batmans pulp fiction grittiness
with camp artificiality. though

popular enough to have a
movie spin-off in 1966, the

tvbatmanoffended the original
comic books true aficionados
with its mocking of the genre.
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click browse and go to the bin
directory, and select all the
componentfactory.krypton.

assemblies. select ok and now
you have them all in the

toolbox!sourcesource directory
contains the full source code

that you can view, modify and
directly compile. the krypton

components sub-directory
contains all the actual

controls, the other directories
are for the myriad example
projects. krypton toolkit49
basic controls with full and
consistent theming.krypton

ribbonoffice style ribbon
control.krypton dockingdrag

and drop just like visual
studio.krypton navigatora

tabcontrol but so much
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better.krypton
workspaceorganize the client
area of your application. the

krypton components sub-
directory contains all the
actual controls, the other

directories are for the myriad
example projects. krypton

toolkit49 basic controls with
full and consistent

theming.krypton ribbonoffice
style ribbon control.krypton

dockingdrag and drop just like
visual studio.krypton

navigatora tabcontrol but so
much better.krypton

workspaceorganize the client
area of your application.
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